Shown here are the three basic versions of Total Containment Enviroflex pipe: yellow (model 1500), white (model 1501), and blue (model 1503). All models of Enviroflex pipe were typically installed within a blue, 4 inch diameter secondary pipe.
Total Containment Omniflex pipe consisted of either the model 1501 or 1503 primary pipe with a blue outer jacket that provided the secondary containment. Omniflex pipe could be buried directly in the ground or it could be installed within the 4 inch diameter secondary pipe used with Enviroflex.
Marinaflex was manufactured by adding carbon black to the outer jacket of Omniflex pipe. The carbon black provided some protection from degradation due to exposure to sunlight. Model 1502 piping was manufactured specifically for Amoco. The primary pipe was thicker and had a smooth outer surface.